
 

 

                         

 

from Laowai 
 
 

 

 

  The  cage  is quiet. More  so. Figurine  on  a  lacquered  shelf. The  whole 

of  it  abridged.  Consumption  and  regulators.  Kid  gloved.  To  sing  of 

arms  as  though  his  manhood  wasn’t  enough.  To  sing  at  all.  Burial 

mound.   Humorless   trench.   To   retire   the   red   uniform,   plumes   and 

epaulettes. To scrape the VIN off the dash with a metal file. 
 

Mr.  Lusk,  I’m  having  my  doubts  today,  doubts  and  nosebleeds.  The 

entire  afternoon.  How  the  sun  stood  stationary  and  I  did  not  sleep, 

unable to blink or stand it. Just sat there bleeding on my sheets. 
 

Or  dreamt  of  Arkansas,  a  tall  tree.  Visioned  the  whole  thing  with 

sound, harmonium. It lasted much longer than it should have.



 
 
 

                       from Laowai 

 
 

Ms. Young: 

 

The  kids  are  playing  soccer  again  and  I  am  imagining  Mr.  Lusk  in  a 

regulation  Boy  Scout  tent.  It  is  glorious,  how  the  cannons  can  jump 

two  men.  Superb  that  the  minions  be  chained  to  the  king’s  chamber. 

And all the while the queen is as dominant. Tam Wai Ping says it’s all 

just  a  photograph  before  it  goes  into  the  frame.  As  all  this  is  just  a 

long letter to myself until James or Ed or someone prints it. How  can 

you stand it? I mean really? How can you stand it all? 
 

I’ve  got  a  St.  Christopher  over  my  washing  machine.  It  doesn’t  stop 

the  towels  from  making  the  shirts  fuzzy.  I  say  Hail  Mary’s  on  take- 

offs and landings. I’m a true hypocrite. 
 

Mr. Horton



 
 
 
 

from Laowai 
 
 

They’re  burning  the  fields.  Bus  window  vision.  To  measure  time  in 

months.  An  appeal  to  unnecessary  colors,  scents.  Hellbent  use  of  the 

horn.  A  land  without  tractors,  industry.  A  land,  and  nothing  is  ever 

quiet.   Kitten   of   the   matter   of   the   thing. and   potted   plants. 

Tigered and tored. Singular. Coefficiently. View  of the stars from  the 

planet, sense of gravitas. Correspondence. Bandied. To bleed to death. 

To   decide.   Substantial   honorarium.   An   imperfect   square.   Result. 

Lying   beside.   Truncated   meter.   All   the   while   the   while.   A   slow 

movement towards. 
 

What  one  can  and  cannot  say.  An  offering,  early  apology.  Tabitha’s 

coat. Distant village. How far you can get on nothing. The road ahead. 

The others. Always the others.



 
 
 
 

from Laowai 

 
 

How Mrs. Taylor played the whore to Bronislau Kasper’s 

soundtrack.   How   even   the   scene   where   it   seemed   she   entirely 

overacted seemed so well acted. Middle-aged and stuffed into a slip. 
 

Mrs. Roncier: 

 

I’ve been thinking too much about architecture. Perhaps it’s the lack 

of  it  here  that  drives  me,  even  though  I  fathom  my  own  feebleness 

to  change  it.  Perhaps  it’s  how  the  sounds  resonate  through  my  old 

Soviet building. Half the electricity plugs work. With that half, you 

learn to adapt. The curve is sometimes less than bell. 
 

Ypsitucky 

 

—Butterfield 8? Hi, it’s Gloria. Any messages?



 
 
 
 
 

from Laowai 
 
 

The  emperor’s  suicide  tree  and  buried  throne.  The  thread  that  held 

tight  an  empire’s  cloth.  Corneille’s  five  acts,  one  day  could  hardly 

capture the beauty of an average girl hit precisely by the sun. 
 

They are swimming the seas this very morning. Each and every one. 

Most   have   taken   the   names   of   saints   as   confirmation   names; 

although, some have chosen Mary. 
 

White robed; beatified. Ignorant of distance, how the moon 

willingly empties itself. 
 

The very human beauty of ceremonies. 

 

Mr. Lusk: 

 

I   am   quite   afraid   that   my   dad   plans   to   make   good   on   his   St. 

Fermin’s Day promise. I recommend immediate sprint exercises. 
 

Mr. Horton 


